
 

 

SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK WINTER(2018-2019) 

SUBJECT – ENGLISH 

CLASS – VI 

 

Q-1) Write a paragraph on Moral Values using the hints given below :- 

Moral values-- values and ethics ---help us --- a righteous life --- inculcated in childhood ---- strong 

foundation--- help in molding our lives----- the path of righteousness and virtue. live by moral values --

- childhood,  become  part of  lives,  help us --- do right --- save ourselves from wrong  help us ---- 

right decisions life easily------- give us sense---- direction and purpose ---Honesty and truthfulness--- 

important moral values ----courageous and bold----- One must say truth and stay--- whatever 

repercussions. 

Q-2) You are Sohail or Sakshi (CulturalIncharge). Your school is organising an inter - school debate 

competition for classes (VI - VIII) in the school auditorium next month on 24th January 2019. Write a 

notice informing the students about the same in not more than 50 words. Give necessary details for 

the competition.                                                     

Q-3) Write an informal letter to your sister thanking her for sending a beautiful gift  on your birthday.      

Q-4)  Read the following lines and answer the questions that follow :- 

   SEEN POEM 

 i) They ring in my head the whole night long, 

 A story by uncle is just like a song. 

(a) Name the poem and the poet. 

 (b) What does ‘they’ refer to? 

 (c) Why do the stories ring a bell in the poet’s head the whole night long? 

 

ii. And when the last story is fi nished and done, 

And the courtyard is yellow with setting sun, 

He smiles and says, “Goodbye, my boy!” 

(a) Who refers to ‘he’ and ‘boy’? 



 (b) What would uncle do after saying ‘good bye’? 

 (c) Did the poet enjoy the stories narrated by Nirupam uncle? 

 

SEEN PASSAGE 

iii. The hollow trunks of living trees have served as homes, storage barns, places of refuge or worship 
and even as prisons or tombs ! 

Because of its many uses and its ability to survive in semi-arid conditions, the Baobab survives in the 
face of mankind’s expansion across the continent. 

  

a)  Name the chapter from which the above lines have been taken. 
b)  What do you understand by the ‘refuge’? 
c)  Write any two uses of trees. 
d)  What makes the Boabab tree survive in all kinds of conditions? 

 

iv.      UNSEEN POEM 

The Wind and the Leaves  

“Come, little leaves,” said the wind one day, 

 “Come over the meadows with me and play.  

Put on your dresses of red and gold; 

 For summer is gone, and the days grow cold. 

 

” Soon as the leaves heard the wind’s loud call, 

 Down they came fluttering, one and all. 

 O’er the brown field then they danced and flew 

 Singing the soft little songs they knew. 

 

 Dancing and whirling, the little leaves went, 

 Winter had called them, and they were content.  

Soon, fast asleep on their earthy beds,  

The snow laid a coverlet over their heads. ! ! ! ! ! 

 

 George Cooper 



a) Who is speaking in the first stanza? 

b) What is the main topic of the poem? 

c) What does the third line of the first stanza tell us about the season of the year? 

d) Write any 2 pairs of rhyming words from the poem. 

Q-5) Make a wall hanging of 10 pairs of  synonyms and  antonyms using ice cream sticks and other 

waste material.                                                                 

Note-Revise all the syllabus covered till December.                                      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

WINTER VACATION (2018-19) 
SUBJECT – MATHEMATICS 

CLASS – VI 
A:WORKSHEET: Do as Directed 

Q1. Determine 
3

4
 𝑜𝑓 24 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒. 

Q2. If 2y+6=12. Then Find the value of y. 
Q3. Difference between open figure and closed figure? Draw diagram of each. 
Q4. Define the following: 

i. Polygon 

ii. Linear equation 

iii. Closed figure 

iv. Arc 

v. Chord of a circle 

Q5. Write Two properties of each: 
i) Rectangle 
ii) Square 
iii) Rhombus 
iv) Kite 

Q6. Solve the equation 4y + 16 = 32 by trial and error method- 

Q7. Fill in the blanks: 
i) A ________ of a circle is a chord that passes through the centre. 
ii) A radius of a circle is a line segment with one endpoint _______ and the other end point______. 
iii) Two or more circle with the same centre are called_______. 

Q8. Simplify: 5
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Q9. Construct ∠AOB = 85 ° with the help of a protector. Draw a ray OX bisecting this angle.       
Q10.Construct an angle of 120°, using a pair of compasses. 

Q11. In a ∆ ABC, if 3 ∠ A = 4 ∠B = 6 ∠ C, calculate the angles. 

Q12.Verify by substitution that the root of  
𝑧

7
 = 8 is z= 56. 

Q13. Draw a line segment AB = 6 cm. Take a point C on AB such that AC = 2.5 cm. Draw CD perpendicular to 

AB. 

Q14. Draw a circle with centre O and radius 5 cm. Mark points A, B, C,D such that A lies in the interior of the 
circle, B and C lies on the circle, D lies in the exterior of the circle. 
B: Prepare a PowerPoint Presentation on: 

i) Topic: Triangle and it’s Properties 
ii) Number of Slides: Maximum up to 5 
iii) Time limit: 30 seconds 

 
Please send the PPT to the following id’s 

VI –A kiranjotchawla@gmail.com 
VI- B shabnamsayyed81@gmail.com 

C: Revise all the syllabus covered till December in your winter vacation. 
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SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SUBJECT – SCIENCE 

CLASS VI 
HOLIDAY HOMEWOK WINTER VACATION (2018-19) 

1. Give one word for the following :        

a) Name of scientist who invented the electric Bulb.  

b) The opposition offered by a conductor to the flow of electric current. 

c) A device that produces light when electricity is passed through it. 

d) Power generated from water 

e) Loss of water from leaves. 

f) Shortage of food continues for a few years. 

g) A disease affecting a large number of people at the same time.  

h) Drinking water suitable for human consumption .  

i) Boreal forests are also called  

j) Fresh water plants are also called  

k) Name of scientist who invented electric currents create magnetic fields. 

2. Complete the following sentences with suitable word.  

a) ________________  is a photographic method for recording the path of the Sun. 

b) Speed of light in vaccum is ____________  

c) Type of motion represents skipping.  

d) _______ is the largest organ of excretion in skin. 

e) ___________ is the mouth part of butterflies and honey bees.  

3. Give reason :-  

a) Water is not used for extinguishing electrical shocks. 

b) Always wear rubber sandals while handling electrical appliances. 

c) Water found below the ground.  

d) Why does a kettle or milk boiler produce a whistle ?  

e) During morning and evening your shadow is long and in the afternoon it is very short.  

f) Sun rises in the east and set in the west.  

4. Answer the following : 



a) You are given two identical metal rods out of which one is magnet and the other is an iron rod. 

How will you identify which one is the magnet and which is the iron rod ?  

b) What happens when light rays strike in an opaque object.  

c) Sound produced in a neighbouring room is audible, whereas candle lit in the neighbouring 

room is not visible . Why ?  

d) What is the staple food of people living in Punjab, West Bengal and Chennai ?  

e) When you light a candle , the wick burns and the wax melts. Are these two changes similar ? 

Explain.  

5. Project :-   

      a) Find out more about Kerala floods, collect pictures from the Internet and make a      

presentation.  Do it in A4 size sheets and submit the same in a paper folder made with hand 

made sheets..  

b) Make a model of simple electric circuit by using bulb, copper wire, switch          
     and battery on a board.  
 

      c) Label the different parts of the electric torch given below :-  

 

      d) Revise all the syllabus covered till December.  

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

WINTER VACATION (2018-19) 
SUBJECT – Social Studies 

CLASS – VI 
Q1. Fill in the blanks 

i) _______ was the greatest ruler of Satavahana dynasty. 

ii) The Silk route stretched from_________ 

iii) Rudradaman belong to______ 

iv) Satavahana Kings were known as_______ 

v) Madurai was the capital of_______ 

Q2. Match the following: 

i) Ashvaghosha.                                    a) Cholas, Cheras and Pandyas 

ii) Boddhisattva.                                    b) kings of satavahanas 

iii) Lords of Dakshinapatha.                  c) Maharashtra 

iv) Muvendar.                                         d) Mahayana Buddhism 

v) Hiven – Tsang.                                   e) Chinese pilgrim 

vi) Paithan or Pratisthan                        f) Buddha Charita 

Q3. Define the following terms: 

i) Solar system 

ii) Edict                    

iii) Inscriptions       

iv) Migration            

v) Pesticides            

Q4. Make a collage of different occupations of the rural population in India.(on an A3 size sheet) Mention any four 

occupations collect picture from old books, magazines and newspapers. 

Q5. Make a well labelled diagram of important latitudes and heat zones on an A4 size sheet. 

Q6. Revise all the syllabus covered till December during your winter vacation. 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 


